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Periodic Oscillations of the Surface Magnetization during the Growth of Co Films on Cu(001)
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(Received 31 October 1997)

Magnetization induced second harmonic generation is used to investigate the magnetic behavior of fcc
Co films growing on Cu(001). An oscillatory behavior of the magnetic asymmetry with one monolayer
period is observed. At half filled layers the magnetic signal originating from the surface of the film is
enhanced with respect to filled layers. The relation of these results to the magnitude of the magnetic
moments of Co atoms at step edges is discussed. [S0031-9007(98)06011-6]

PACS numbers: 75.70.Ak, 42.65.Ky, 78.20.Ls
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The influence of the dimensionality on magnetism ha
been widely studied during the past years. A general tre
is that the magnetic moment in ferromagnets like Fe, C
and Ni is enhanced with reduced coordination number [1
It was found that the magnetic moment of the free surfa
is enlarged with respect to that of the bulk [2–5]. From th
enhanced moment at rough surfaces on Fe(110) Albre
et al. derived the magnetic moment for atoms at step sit
to be larger by roughly0.5mB than for those in the flat
surface atT  300 K [6,7]. Recently it has been shown
that the morphology of the substrate strongly affects th
magnetic anisotropy of the film [8,9]. Weberet al. found
a one monolayer periodic oscillation in the step induce
uniaxial anisotropy [10]. However, no oscillation in the
saturation magnetization could be resolved.

During the layer-by-layer growth of ferromagnetic films
the average step density periodically oscillates becau
of the periodic nucleation, growth, and coalescence
islands. For the growth of Co on Cu(001) at room
temperature the average island size at half filled layers
of the order of 5 to 10 nm in linear dimensions resultin
in a fraction of 10% to 20% of atoms sitting on edge site
[11]. Consequently a periodically oscillating magneti
moment of the topmost layer of the film is expected. T
our knowledge this has not yet been observed directly.

It has been shown that magnetization induced seco
harmonic generation (MSHG) is a highly surface an
interface sensitive tool for the investigation of magnetis
[12–16]. In materials with inversion symmetry optica
second harmonic is generated only at the surface or bur
interfaces of these materials within a depth in whic
the inversion symmetry of the electron density is locall
broken. It has been shown now for several cases th
this effective interface thickness is of the order of 1 t
2 monolayers (ML) [13,16].

Here we report on the observation of 1 ML period
oscillations in the magnetic asymmetry of the MSHG
signal from a Co film growing on Cu(001). For a
certain geometrical arrangement of sample and optic
plane, and polarization of the incident laser light thes
oscillations appear only in the magnetic signal whil
the average second harmonic (SH) intensity remai
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constant giving a strong evidence of periodic changes
the magneticproperties during the periodic nucleation
growth, and coalescence of Co islands. The analysis
surface and interface MSHG contributions shows that t
magnetization induced component of SHG at the surfa
is enhanced at half filled layers compared to filled layer

The Co films were grown on Cu(001) in a molecu
lar beam epitaxy (MBE) apparatus (base pressure, 4 3

10211 mbar). The Cu substrate was kept at room tempe
ture sT  300 Kd. p- or s-polarized light of a pulsed
Ti:sapphire laser (l  840 nm, 80 fs pulse width) was fo-
cused onto the sample in the MBE chamber (spot diame
about 30mm, pulse energy below 10 nJ). The angle of in
cidence wasui  38± and the optical plane was parallel to
thef110g azimuthal direction of the Cu crystal. A magneti
field was applied to magnetically saturate the film alon
directions parallel to the [110] direction, the easy axis
magnetization. The field component parallel to the crys
surface was about 70 Oe. The transversal Kerr geom
try was used, i.e., the magnetization direction was perpe
dicular to the optical plane. Similar to the ordinary Ker
effect in the fundamental light, a change in the SH yie
is observed upon reversal of the magnetization. Duri
the growth of the Co film (growth rate about 7 MLyh) the
frequency doubled light was recorded for the magnetiz
tion in the two opposite directions switched every 5 s. T
suppress the background light from the Co oven a shut
in front of the oven was periodically opened and close
sTcycle  20 sd and the SH intensity was recorded only i
the periods of closed shutter.

Figure 1(a) shows the total SH intensity forp-polarized
incident light as a function of the Co film thicknessdCo

for the two opposite magnetization directions. The S
yield from the uncovered Cu surface is much small
(about 1y30) than that from a Co film. Therefore, a
the beginning of the Co deposition the SH intensi
increases nearly linearly. The onset of a difference
the SH intensity for" and # magnetization direction at
dCo  1.5 ML indicates the onset of magnetic order.

In Fig. 1(b) the magnetic asymmetryA  fI"s2vd 2

I#s2vdgyfI"s2vd 1 I#s2vdg calculated from the SH inten-
sities in Fig. 1(a) is plotted. ForA & 0.3 it is proportional
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Measured total SH intensity as a function o
the Co film thickness forp-polarized incident light in the
transversal Kerr geometry for the magnetization in thek110l
direction fI#s2vdg and in the k110l direction fI"s2vdg. The
maxima of the 1 ML periodic oscillation inI"s2vd and I#s2vd
are indicated by arrows. The geometrical setup used in t
experiments is drawn in the upper right corner of this figure
(b) The magnetic asymmetryA and (c) the average SH
intensity Iav s2vd calculated from the SH intensities in (a).
The SH intensities were measured during the growth of th
Co film.

to the ratio of the magnetic to the nonmagnetic second o
der susceptibility within 10%. After this fast increaseA
drops to about 0.15 at 5 to 6 ML. On top of the overa
thickness dependence an oscillation with a one monolay
period in the SH intensitiesI"s2vd and I#s2vd is clearly
visible up todCo  7 to 8 ML. The slowly varying part
in the asymmetry is caused by changes in the electron
structure with increasing film thickness and the appea
ance of quantum size effects in the SHG [12,17,18].

The fact that this asymmetry reaches its maximu
value of about 32% already at a thickness of 2.5 M
is a direct proof of the surface/interface sensitivity o
MSHG as discussed in Ref. [12]. However, the one M
period oscillations cannot be understood from the abov
mentioned changes of the electronic structure with C
layer thickness but must be related to the morphology
the surface. It is well known that SHG is quite sensitiv
to the surface morphology. For example, on a stepped
surface the enhancement factor varies from 1y4 to more
than 10 depending on the step density and step orientat
[19]. The enhancement of SHG from this atomic sca
roughness is caused by the modified electronic structu
at step edges with respect to the electronic structure at
flat surface. Co grows on Cu in a nearly layer-by-laye
growth mode [11]. Periodically Co islands nucleate, gro
in size, and finally coalesce causing the total length of st
edges to oscillate. Therefore, we attribute the observ
oscillatory component in the SH intensitiesI"s2vd and
I#s2vd to the oscillatory varying step density.
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The same periodicity can be found not only in the SH
intensities but in the asymmetryA as well. However, since
the average SH intensityIav  sI" 1 I#dy2 in Fig. 1(c)
shows the same oscillation period, a clear separation b
tween electronic and magnetic effects cannot be obtain
easily. Therefore we searched for conditions in whic
the SHG is less sensitive to the surface topological stru
ture. Figure 2 shows the result fors-polarized incident
light with otherwise identical conditions as for the mea
surements in Fig. 1. The SH intensity for this polarizatio
is about 1 order of magnitude lower than forp-polarized
incident light. Again, the SH intensitiesI"s2vd andI#s2vd
are not constant after the initial strong increase from 0
2 ML for reasons discussed above. The average inte
sity depicted in Fig. 2(c) still shows some variation with
the cobalt layer thickness, but at a thickness larger tha
5 ML only a very small and smooth variation ofIav re-
mains. On the other hand, the asymmetryA shown in
Fig. 2(b) exhibits well resolved 1 ML period oscillations
from 2 to 8 ML over a slowly varying course. For clarity
in Fig. 2(d) the rapidly varying component ofA, dA, calcu-
lated as the difference ofA and its average over 50 points
is plotted. The same data treatment is applied toIav and
the result,dIav , is plotted in 2(e). Besides the initial oscil-
lation no 1 ML period oscillatory component is observed
in dIav . At dCo . 5 ML dIav is completely flat.

FIG. 2. (a) Measured total SH intensity as a function o
the Co film thickness fors-polarized incident light in the
transversal Kerr geometry for the magnetization in opposi
directions. (b) Magnetic asymmetry and (c) average S
intensity calculated from the SH intensities in (a). In (d) the
difference of the magnetic asymmetry and its running averag
over 50 points is plotted. In (e) the similar difference as in (d
is plotted for the average SH intensityIav .
4057
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Initially, the asymmetry in Fig. 2(b) has a relatively
small amplitude and even changes sign at around 4 M
thickness. However, this doesnot imply that the magne-
tization direction has changed. We recall that MSHG
sensitive to the surfaceand the interface magnetization.
Therefore, the observed SH intensity is a coherent sup
position of the SH light amplitude from the surface and th
interface. This fact was used here to increase the sensi
ity of MSHG to small changes in the magnetic part of th
second order susceptibility. At about 4 ML the magnet
surface contribution is exactly canceled by the interfac
contribution. For smaller or larger Co layer thickness e
ther the surface contribution becomes larger than the int
face contribution or vice versa. Therefore a small chan
in the magnetic surface second order susceptibility leads
a large relative change in the asymmetry.

Depending whether the surface contribution or th
interface contribution is largest an enhancement of t
surface contribution leads to an enhancedor reduced
SH intensity. In general, it is difficult to separate thes
two contributions for ultrathin films. It can be done by
measuring the SH intensity at different incident angle
[18]. For only a few ML thick layers, however, the optica
phase difference of the light at the surface and the buri
interface is very small, so that the difference in weigh
of surface and interface contributions to the SH intensi
is small, too. Therefore we have chosen a differe
approach: Co grows on Cu pseudomorphically up to
large thickness. It has been shown that at about 16 M
the in-plane lattice constant relaxes partially towards i
natural value [20,21] but this does not affect the S
intensities significantly. In agreement with Ref. [20] we
found that Co remains in the fcc structure up to large lay
thicknesses, in our case up to 150 ML. In Fig. 3 the resu
from a Co wedge grown onto the Cu substrate rangin
from dCo  0 to 140 ML is depicted. Because of the
finite penetration depth of the incident light the Co surfac
contributes mainly to the SH light atdCo . 100 ML,
while with decreasing thickness the contribution from th
buried CoyCu interface becomes more significant. Th
solid lines in Fig. 3 are fitted curves to the experiment
data using the model of infinite thin nonlinear shee
and the theory developed by Sipe [22] and applie
to multilayer structures by Wierengaet al. [23]. With
the exception ofdCo , 15 ML the fit reproduces the
measured data quite well. The range of very thin laye
cannot be described by this model because electro
changes of the film with the cobalt layer thickness a
not taken into account.

The calculation confirms that for thicker layersdCo .

50 ML the SH is mainly generated at the surface an
the surface magnetization induced SHG leads toposi-
tive asymmetry. Surface and interface contributions ha
(nearly) opposite phase. Because of an increasing int
face contribution with decreasingdCo a change of sign in
the asymmetry occurs at about 50 ML. AtdCo , 4 ML,
however, the magnetization induced surface contributi
4058
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FIG. 3. (a) Total SH intensities from a thick Co wedge fo
s-polarized incident light. Open and solid symbols indica
the measured SH intensities for the magnetization in oppos
direction. (b) Magnetic asymmetry: symbols calculated fro
the measured intensities; solid line calculated from the fit sho
in (a) as solid lines.

is larger than the interface contribution again as indicat
by thepositiveasymmetry.

From the above discussion it is now straightforward
understand the phase of the 1 ML period in Fig. 2. Fro
dCo  0 to 4 ML the sign of the asymmetry is deter
mined by the surface contribution. At half filled laye
this “surfaceasymmetry” is enhanced, and therefore th
total asymmetry has a maximum value at half filled lay
ers. Because the average SH intensity does not show
1 ML periodic oscillation the observed oscillation in th
asymmetry is caused by a periodic oscillation of the “ma
netic” second order surface susceptibility. As mention
above, the sign change of the asymmetry at about 4 M
is caused by only the destructive interference of surfa
magnetization induced SHG and a smoothly increasi
interface contribution with increasingdCo resulting from
the varying electronic structure of the Co film with th
number of (filled) layers. It can be concluded that in th
whole investigated thickness range only the magneticsur-
facenonlinearity exhibits the one ML period oscillations
which have their maxima at half filled layers.

As other methods like the linear magneto-optical Ke
effect of Mössbauer spectroscopy, MSHG does not me
sure magnetization directly. However, it has been show
by Pustogowaet al. that the magnetic tensor element
of the second order susceptibility depend linearly on t
magnetization to a first approximation [24], and becau
the amplitude of the periodic part ofA is only about 0.02
a linear correlation between the variation of the magne
surface second order susceptibility or the asymmetryA,
respectively, and the variation of the magnetic moment
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the surface layer can safely be assumed. Therefore,
observedincreaseof A at half filled layers suggests thein-
creaseof the magnetic moment of the atoms at step sit
as it is expected from the simple argument of reduced c
ordination number at these sites.

The magnetic moment of bulk fcc Co is about1.68mB

(measured) [25] or1.65mB (calculated) [5] per atom. At
the surface recentab initio calculations predict an en-
hanced magnetic spin moment of about1.83mB [5] to
1.79mB [4]. The free Co monolayer has a spin momen
mB  2.09 [4]. The paper by Smirnov and Bratkovsky
[5] gives an enhancement of the magnetic moment at s
edges of a 2.5 ML Co film relative to the magnetic mo
ment per atom in the surface plane of a 3 ML film b
about 5%. Then, from the average island size of 5
10 nm at half filled layers an enhancement of the ave
age magnetic moment of the surface layer by about 0.5
to 1% can be estimated. The measuring amplitude
the oscillatory part ofA, dA, is much larger. This large
relative oscillation amplitude, however, results from th
(partially) destructive interference of surface and inte
face contribution even making it possible to observe th
periodic oscillations. (In the longitudinal geometry with
otherwise identical conditions, for example, surface an
interface contributions are compensated less and no o
ML periodic oscillations inA could be resolved.) From
the result of the MSHG measurements from the thick C
wedge we derive a surface asymmetry ofAs  0.6 result-
ing from the surface nonlinearity alone. Therefore, w
take the ratiodAyAs ø 0.03 as an approximate measure
of the relative variation of the surface magnetization du
ing the layer-by-layer growth which is a factor of 3 large
than expected from the theoretical calculations mention
above. However, the asymmetry does not strictly depe
linearly on the surface magnetization, and for more qua
titative comparison with theory an estimate of the secon
order susceptibility from theory is needed.

In conclusion, 1 ML period oscillations in the asymme
try of the MSHG signal have been observed, which cou
be assigned to a periodic change of the magnetic surfa
susceptibility and therefore to a change of the magnetiz
tion of the surface Co layer. This proves the ability o
MSHG to detect changes in the magnetic moment at i
terfaces of the order of150 mB per atom.
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